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Foreword 

1.        Project formulation and evaluation is . field in which and interdisci- 

plinary approach is »oat essential.     Many people now active  in this field have 

completed their professional training in  engineering,  accounting, banking and 

finance, management,  and administration.     Tney have learned the necessary eco- 

nomic analytical skills  from a wide  range of sources.     Ttese  sources often 

prende instructions on how to compute the "correct" «asure of a project's 

profitability,  and possibly some consideration of the rationale of the proce- 

dure.    Since practically all areas of economic  analysis (e.g.   price theory 

income and employment theory, welfare economics,  growth and capital theories 

Planning techniques)  find their application in the economics of project eval- 

uation, no single source can provide a thorough discussion of the rationale 
and relationship of all of its concepts. 

2. The consideration of individual concepts is often in an abbreviated for. 

concerned only with individual techniques, and can, at times,  include concept, 

that are not always clear to the practitioner.     As a result,  a great deal of 

confusion has arisen over the meaning and the implication of much of the tech- 

nical economic terminology of project formulation and evaluation. 

3. This volume has been conceived to meet the growing and often expressed 

need for clarification  in this field.     It is obviously not a textbook on eco- 

nomics.    It  is intended to be used as a short guide and glossary for the 

economist and non-economist alike working in project on formulation and evalu- 

ation.    In this volume the various economic concepts and the terminology used 

frequently in manuals and articles on the subject are grouped in a number of 

mutually independent concepts.    A separate chapter is devoted to each of these 

sets of concepts and each chapter is divided into two sections.    The first sec- 

tion is devoted to a short exposition of the interrelationship of the concept, 

in the chapter and the relation.hip of the.e concepts to the main body of eco- 

nomic anal/si..    The .econd .ection provide, a glo..ary of related terms used 

in connexion with the set of baaic concept., with a .hort definition of each 

tern.    An alphabetical index at the end of the volume will help the reader to 
locate each concept. 

H.       The reader i. advi.ed to read the general di.cu.aion in the fir.t section 

of each chapter for a better undemanding of the conceptual framework of the 
definition, given io the second section. 

Ah 8*-*-» - • '- 
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5.        This papar was prepared for the United Nations Industrial Dsvslopaant 

Organization by Professor Mrinal Datta Chaudhuri of the Delhi School of 

Economics.    The vievs and opinions expressed are those of the consultant and 

do not necessarily reflect the views of the secretariat of UNIDO. 
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1     a«»rci^ profitability, nati^al Kmomie_ p-^m.M»^ 

6.       Before he sPe„ds money, a r.tionll individual u 

."°" «       til' ;hV'PendÌt-   " - « '«- -f «-*i.t. conation 3uch • theatre ticket, for e,a.pl«, th. questio„ u „^^ ^ ^ 

"IT r be.received ^the cost ^^* *• — - tte a„: 
free th. ieci.ion I8 not difficult because „o sacrifice u invo]ved. 

T.       M expenditure for a ticket, however, represents . sacrifice and there- 

z ruir some caioui,tion regiraing the Mrit °f -**«« *>°* »««-* 
fro. the show cohered with the value of various other it« th.t cou!d he pur- 

eed „Uh th, same a«•* of „oney as th, price of th. theatre ticket.    s£L„ 
decisions of .valuation »re »ade frequently by everyone. 

8-       If the decision concerns something not  for «ediate consu^tion, tut for 
nvestaent. the basic rational, of weighing benefits against CQSt ^ 

ovever    „  i. not so easy to decide on an inve.tMnt as on the purchase of a 

theatre ticket.    K,e worth of an invent i. „ot i^diately .ppir.„t and it 
is not easy to evaluate the yield of future returns. 

9.       An investor does not usually think in ten», of producing goods for hi. 

own direct consumption; he invests in th. hop. of „.king » profit.    A proj(!ct 

is profitable if its yields prove to be worth -ore than its investment costs. 

Haturallv, an investor trie, to .elect only th« «,* profitable ventures for 
hi. xnve.ta.nts.    He foUow. the .a,, principi. .. th.t involTed ¡„ 

theatre ticket out the calculations are „or. complex. 

».      It i. logical to a.k, »How do., on, calculât, th, worth of a project that 

Wir.. inv..t„nt. and other expenditure, over a period of tiTO, and which 

pro*... to yi,ld revenue, at variou. period, in th« future?» 

«riJ'r '."^f" 1'"01V" =—"« *—• «* "P«nditur.. ov.r variou. 
P-nod   of tl«.    Again, the principi, i. th. ,m ., that inTOlyed .„ 

..«ral conditi., before «king . „eci.ion to buy one.    Th, willing., to 

«r «re for on, c_odity than for other, indicate, th« relativ, valuation (or 

relative pnce.) th. buyer attach., to th. co-oditi...    Given th. relative 

Prie, th. .«„s.t. vtìu. of »y baaket „f „„rt.d MmBiitu. CM b« d.ter. 

-ined.   Siilarly. given th. „lativ, ^mtloBt of inc0111e, „d iturM 

variou. ti«.., th, net worth of . project can be detained. 
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12.      The net worth is a measure of the profitability of a project becau.e it 

is the difference between the value of all revenues and all costs associated 

with it.     If the value of the future revenues exceeds that of the costs,  the 

project  is said to be profitable; otherwise it is unprofitable.    The rational 

decision-taker always spends his resources in the most advantageous - the most 

profitable - manner. 

13•      Profitability therefore, is the name of the criterion by which an  inves- 

tor judges the worth of an investment project.    A good measure of profitability 

is the  "net worth"  of the project.    Net worth is calculated by deducting  from 

the value of all future benefits   (revenue) the value of all present and  future 

costs  (investments and recurring costs)  of the project. 

Ik.      The next consideration is whether the profitability measure of a partic- 

ular project is the  same for all  investors.    The answer is obvious:    if the 

raluation of all costs and all benefits is identical  for everyone concerned, 

the project will appear equally profitable  for all.     For example,  if the  pro- 

ject under discussion happens to be the  installation of a noisy printing press 

in a vacant lot 100 yards  from the author's bedroom window,  the project   is 

likely to appear less  attractive to the  author than to most other investors. 

The basis, then, of any profitability calculât" m is the  -valuation of costs 

and benefits.    These valuations are invariably  aimed at individual cojectives. 

Genuine differences of opinion are therefore possible about the -orth of any 
venture. 

15. When the comaercial profitability of a project is spoken of, this  is the 

figure of its net worth.    This figure is  calculated on the basis of the prices 

•t which trading actually takes place or is likely to take place in the market. 

If goods and services are bought and sold at certain known prices,  if funds are 

borrowed and lent  at a known market rate of interest, then the commercial  prof- 

" itability of a project  (which is the net worth calculated on the basis of the 

given market prices)   shows what price a particular project should command in a 
perfectly competitive market. 

16, »»tional economic profitability may be different from the conwrcial prof- 

itability of a project to the extent that market prices do not reflect th« 

raluation. the society would put  on the various resources and benefit..     Social 

raluation. are supposed to reflect the availability of resources, the alternative 

possibilities of producing benefits, and the desire of the community to >ake 

individual, and groups prosper.    Typically, the economic institution, of « country 
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«tai to *»«t <n th. infom.tlon tóout 80C¡al goalB into tte J 

r     IT'   **" 30CÍÜ °bJ"""' Can be:   <•>*-*••«" t. .«,!.«. th. grovth „f nationü incone;   (b) inde^nden5e f_ çxtsrnai 

expansion of e^ovaent opportunità;    (a, reduction of fc,.,^.,, !   'J^" 
.tiaras or llving or ïarious groupSi   ana (e) provi3ion for r ' 
.dU=«lo„ Md oth,r SOoial 3„vicos. ^sa questions ri!i •; 

affect the sock's valuation of th. aifr.rent g00ds „d sery¡ces Md J 
f.rent v.r. of spe„ai„e the „ationa! ,«„..    „rthemorej t_ _ ^ 

sooa, „a servie« for »„ich „o rational priein* policy is possiMe," 3UCh „ 
. roaa. ana .unicip.! ,erWces, prtl, teiliti(, for „^ o„ ^ ^ 

of .orders » M-l. ,kiUs.    «s show, that orciai profitait,    ca!- 
cuìat.a freuet prie... ^ n„t iMic.t. aether it  i. i„ the D,,t,     ^ 
of a .oci.tr to acc.pt a project or not to accept it. 

Related tem« 

«•      frfM-^ „.,„,..,    A„ economic émulation «a. to „ri« at a .i»,,. 

Tr °rvorth °f * pro>ct- ^^~ "--« ~* »ut th. ¿T 
ob. incurr.a, » ter» of hi. wiou. •).*„, in orter to „£w „ , 

single measure of value. 

M.      ffficiencr anaïv.j.:    to lny.,tii.tlofl ^ ^ 

2""•""•.—•«— ***'». « to U rea,h.a.   „. purpoae ia t0 

or th. expansion prograa*. 0f , flrB. P•,1> 

».    fr^t .fT^iwnt.. .n,1r,h:    A cruciaUr i-portant „pect of «o- 
«-. »U.U. » th. location of th. total i„,..tahl. „source,  «„ th. 
rariou» .eonoaic actiriti..     »..»•, •"*>"« tn. 
th« .«v. «"""»••    A« .ffici..t allocation of an ¡„„.taent i, on. 

« pro*«., th. *imm -TMt^. f„ „,. Km(mf     iMh 

Ih J ,T -rt"01"^ <* "• ^-*.    ^«ror., a», sia^x. concept 

. prol"^   r*" °f " i'""t"Bt-    ^ ita 4"I"itl« »* " «*-« tb.t • proper b.n.fit-co.t anal rais .houli -~_<^. . 
of th. !.„«»„». ,Wla' * -"— °f * •*»tl~— 
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20. Ben«fits:    Anything that contributes toward» attaining the objectives of 

an eraluator Ì8 called a benefit.    For example, the objective of a shopkeeper 

selling goods in the market  is to make as much money as he can;  for him the 

sales  revenues are his "gross benefits".     When he deducts  from the gross bene- 

fits the costs of buying goods,  storing them and so forth,  he gets the net 

benefits or profits  for which he  is  in business.    He  likes  high  revenues  as 

much  as  he dislikes  high costs.     Costs,  therefore,  are  equivalent to negative 

benefits to him; one dollar of extra costs takes away one dollar of net bene- 

fit  from his business.     In social benefit-cost analysis, the money value of 

the  sales of the products  in the market   is not  the only benefit.    The value of 

the benefits  (i.e.   goods and  services produced  for use by the  society)  is pro- 

portional to their contribution towards social objectives.     Insofar as the 

social objectives are not based merely on market demand -  i.e.   the ability and 

willingness of the consumer to pay - the  s >cial value of the benefits will dif- 

fer from the private entrepreneur's valuation of them. 

21. Private benefits:    A private benefit   is the particular valuation an indi- 

vidual gives to any good or  service.    As the value placed on a good or service 

may differ from person to person, the standard use of the expression "private 

benefits" refers to the value  given by an entrepreneur who values it according 

to how much it would fetch  in the market. 

22. Social benefits:    The valuation of any collection of benefits according 

to the objectives of a society. 

23. Primary benefits, secondary benefits:    When a good or a service is pro- 

duced, its objective is to satisfy a private or social demand.    The valuation 

of the satisfaction of needs that are immediately obvious is  called primary 

frCflCfitl'      The production or use of goods and services may help indirectly to 

Met some social objectives that were not calculated in the  first round of val- 

uation, i.e.   "primary benefits" failed to take them into consideration.    These 

additional    indirect benefits    from a project are called    secondary benefit«• 

(Sometimes they are called "direct" and "indirect" benefits.)    For example, the 

primary benefit from the production and use of radio sets is the satisfaction 

of th« demand for them.    If the widespread use of radios is considered good in 

the sense th«t it hastens the spread of literacy, a proper social valuation of 

the uae of radios would take this into account.    Calling some benefits "primary* 

•nd some "secondaryM is merely a matter of convenience and does net iaply that 

to« fonar ara mor« important than the latter. 
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2k'       Red"tributional benefits-    if redistribute  „r • .       X1   redistribution of income  is a social 
*£txW. tb.n a M1„ aceruin, to . rich « bas less social ^ ,„„ , 
dollar accrue to a poo, ».     a. benefits of , project shouid 

If,   besxde, «UM, xncone available to tbe society,  tb. project also »ak.s . 

osxtxve contrition towards ütering tne distribution of ^   .. t 

dashed diction,   it  i. said to provide    redistribut!„„.,   ,,„.„.. 

»•       ÍAÍSSloiEaUaem,     Th.se ar. benefit,  to which it i. 
i<po..xbl. to .ttribut. a ,o„ey value o, to apply any yardstiok of .„,, 

An ex^ple „ a project to reduce tb. pollution of air in a city. 

26.       Costs:      :0sts are the opposite of benefits.     Goods and  services co•.nd 

v^ue because thcy provide or help to provide satisfaction.     To tLT " 

value  fro« tbeir alternative use (presu»,ably for tb. purposes of creati 

greater b, „fu.)   is  a loss of benefits and is thus a cost. 

^'       Private coats,   social ~o<?t<5-    TV,^   J •  *. • 
valuation of -n-t amotion between private and social 
valuation of costs x. sx.xlar to tbat applied to benefits.    r»e private valua- 

ron of cost „ay be different  fro, its social  valuation.    For exlple. „ U . 

:: r :;;: 'zrrrr-* a private busi~—--«*^- worker, this  is a cost  for him because the worker «,„<,+ K une  worker must be paid va^es.     This 
«on.ycould bave been put to other us. by tb. business»«, and thu'a wsBe parent 

» . loss of benefits to bi..     But.  for tb. society as a whole,  Kivi„g wo k7 

» unemployed person des not «an sacrifie, or loss of benefits      „erell 

n.v. been a loss of o.nefxt. if the »ork.r had be.n producing elsewhere.    Cost 

ZTZ' ?***refe"t0 the 3"rifi~ of -t•-1« »-«*•• * i-i£ 
mj    °r ,itern"iïe braefu- - ""- —* «*- «- of t„. 

«•      «W f»i  HrHl**  -n.t.,    a. di.txnctxon her. i. tb. ... ., that 

iTrT    r ""*•   ** °"P1" th« 1O,S
 °f "-«*• *- - -." llut o„ «r fro. »oa. oomin, OTt of . „^ ^^ J§ _  .^.^ ^ 

»•      »Wco.t. ratio:    When t„. valu, of tb. ag^at. b.n.fits of a proj«t 

proft.ilxty of tb. ,roj.et. and ^ De „,„.,., .„ . Qf 

"l clat f>T0 °f "" P"'ent •1U• °f Ü1 b'"efitS t0 «- *»«* "lu. Of -1 «at.;    M th. „«. of th. „„^ ^^ ^ ^ 
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benefits to the present value of all  investment costs;    or (c) the ratio of 

the annual benefits to the direct and imputed value of annual costs. 

30. When the benefit-ratio is used to decide whether the project  should be 

accepted or not,   it is necessary to know the minimum level of nrofinability 

(as expressed by the benefit-cost  ratio)  that any project  should  show in order 

to qualify for acceptance.    Minimum benefit-cost ratio,  cut-off benefit-cost 

ratio or break-even benefit-cost  ratio  are used  interchangeably to express  the 

sane concept. 

31. Employment : Reference may be made to the employment of any resource such 

as land, labour or capital for productive use. But the term employment usually 

means the employment of labour. 

32. Gainful employment:    When the  employment of a worker provides him with 

some benefit,  the worker is said to  be gainfully employed.    This concept  is 

designed to exclude workers whose time is taken up in the pursuit of something 

of no social  or commercial value. 

33. Under-employment:    This term refers to a level of employment that  is less 

than full employment.    A worker is under-employed if he does not have  a job for 

all of the time he would like to work.    An economy is  said to have under- 

employment   if it does not provide  full-time jobs  for all of its qualified job- 

seekers. 

3k. Unemployment : An economy has unemployment if some of its working force 

is idle. 

35« Voluntary unemployment, involuntary unemployment: If a worker is unem- 

ployed due to his own preference and not because of a scarcity of jobs, he is 

said to be voluntarily unemployed.     The opposite  is  involuntary unemployment. 

36.      Open and disguised unemployment:     When unemployed job-seekers are actu- 

ally looking for jobs to the extent that they can be counted in the employment 

exchanges, the situation is described as    open unemployment    (also called overt 

unemployment ).     Sometimes there are workers - typically in the rural areas of 

developing countries - who are not actually looking for jobs.    Therefore, their 

number cannot be ascertained from any job market.    They remain, for example,  in 

family firms and lower the workload of others in the family, but their removal 

from the firm would not alter the efficiency or the production of the firm.    In 

this situation,  it may be said that these people are actually unemployed, althou 

the unemployment is disguised.    The firm would have produced no less in their 

absence. 
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3T.     Structure un^^n-nt:   Wh« th. .tract•, of „ economy is such 

unemploy^nt cannot be r.duc.d in the short m ^^ ^ 

capUal stocxs end other faciUties oannot ab80rb any Bore * « 

force or specie .klll.. the situation is .escribed as _.traetaral „_    1" ,. 

It x. «, caned because the remedy for such unempioyment is a .„„,. J hT 

structure of capita! stocks and i„ the composition of th. .«*„    or 

* "* "?—    • ^ "«• ~y.e„t shouid be contrat. „ith 
><«» -"own "anaiauaaag,^., comonly discussed in 

e 

V°   *? th« *fl• » the agnate demand.    If the de„a„d for poods 
and servies „ ,.« by governnent ,_„_ or fcy « 

or by greater „vestment «tiriti«, unemployment can he reduced. 

»•      .^chnolofiical „nernp! nvment:    This tern, si„ilar to ^^ 

«t. ». c«o„ly applied to the ^«^ „.^ ^ » 

nT2re -f " eCOnOV °"1" t0 teClmÌCSl 0hang«-    If * »" -«"" - «-«c- 
17 " lnïented thït "~ feWer °r diff"Mt *"~ °f «*»» for the 

LTth J th" UnemPl°^nt ÌS ""** "*" th' d-"d «" «• «"• i  -eases 

39.      »ational ..1f-B„ffictancY impli.. that „ «^ aan meUin t}¡% ^.^ 

1-.1 of consumption and lnv.stm.nt without aid or loans from abroad.    This doss 

no. mean that th. country produce, al! it n..d. and does not engage in trade with 

th. r.,t of th. world (a condition called autarky).    3.1f-euffici.nnv or self. 

reUäüo. m.• only that th. country is in a position ,o buy whatever it n^Is 
from abroad by ..Ui„g what lt produo„.    „ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

can attain ..lf-.uffioi.ncy is by r..tricting its purchases from abroa. - in 

oth,r word., by approaching a st.t. of autarky.    This means that the country 

cannot profitably «pana th. .al., of it. produc. abroad.    Generally speaking, 

a country can approach ..lf-.uffici.ncy in on. of thr.. way.:    by expanding it. 

export. ,o that it can w for it. import.,  or by r..tricting its import. .. 

th.t It. import-bill i. r.duc« to th. .1.. of it. «port «ming,, or by th. 
two measures combined. 

*.      I»crt .ub.tit.„t.ion,    »«. .-..tic product i. .„b.titut.d for an i«,,^ 
product in the production or in th« u.» ««• •., *»*°rxea 
invn, n the u,e of th« «cono-y, the situation is said to 
lnv°lve   i-port substit„t.^„       This usually takes the for» 0f ..•• • «vntMLfi4n.Tv    I . «-O-AJT tu» tne rom of setting up or 

ZT Pr0dUetÍt,n tKÍUtÍ" t0 >"*"« -—*• «"« «• cur- rently „port...    It c„ ^ trt, th# fom of ^   ^ wth Mrtiii) ^rti 

Aá(j»¿a 
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through local production of items that are a close substitute.    When the pros- 

pects for expanding foreign exchange earnings through export promotion are not 

very good,  only two courses of action aro available for achieving self- 

sufficiency:     import substitution or  self-denial  - i.e.  producing the good 

that cannot be  imported or doing without  it.    The effectiveness of an  import- 

substitution programme cannot always be   fully measured by the  foreign exchange 

value of the product that replaces the  import.    This  is called the  gross  for- 

eign exchange effect of the import  substitution programme.     The correct measure 

of the effectiveness of the programme  is its net effect on the  foreign trade 

of the country.     In calculating the  net effect, one  should  take into account 

the foreign exchange that the economy is  foregoing in the process of producing 

the commodity.     In other words,  if some  inputs for the product are  actually 

imported or could otherwise have been exported,  then the net  foreign exchange 

effect of this  activity is the foreign exchange value of its production  (which 

is replacing that much of the  imports) minus the  foreign exchange value of some 

of its inputs which will come  from the country's  foreign trade.     For example, 

the gross  foreign  exchange effect  of an import-substituting automobile  industry 

in a country is the  foreign exchange   value of the automobiles produced by the 

industry.    The  "net effect"  is the  difference between the foreign exchange value 

of the automobiles  and that of the  various  inputs,  such as steel, which come 

either from imports or from the alternative of exports. 
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11      &«3ibilitjr.  efficiency,  optimal i ty 

kl.       In «y discussion of an  investit  project or a national  »Ian or a sec- 

toral programme  of an economy,   the  terms     feasibility.      .ffi,^    <ind 

WtWl1*?     USually «i^.      The   first  qu,r,tion  asked   .bout  a  DroWMB     • 
"To   ,•*   »       «1.1   *» programme  in. 

Is   it   feasible?"    This  question   inclues the   fol.ovi,,,: 

U)   Is  it  technically  sound?     m other word-     '•   ti 
^nea w»u.i,u. or pr„,luci;tR P„s=i^r;r,;',;,. :'•^, 

v.        required  at   specified   period::  of ,ir~? 

Tf the answers  to these „io-t-¡nn.-  ->,.„ -    •*• 
,       .„, '     -tion..   ,r-  posit,V-,   : her.  th-  pro,r•*   ¡„  j,,,^d 
^M,.     That   is  to ,„.   uit„   the ,,,„, te.hniiiiM or - ' 

the resour-es  wilab,,   ;„ th,   „^   ., ^  fc,   ^     ?  

..-oKr_.      [r th, prow.    .a   nof   i>is.tip  v  ^^ ( _ ¡r it ^ or 

merits  becomes  irrelevant.     rv1(^  a  pro^ct  rr  _   rl •i  project  or  a  plan   i>as:>>s   t.h,,   t-^-t  nf  r,,«.; hilifv    +h ,   .       i • . -^..i,  or   feasi- 
bility,  the   question arises  whether th^rp  «»•     ,M-K 

results       In   nt. ^ <)f nr">d^"« the  sane 
n  ° her WOrJS'   r:OU,d  ^^ive  PI«»  -.It.   i„   the   HMe outputs. 

1 : :; rrnati-e pians*then a — -« - - - — j„inÄ that   the   outputs  are  needed        An   ^rr;   • 
+ VA '    . d-     *" ¿I£í£1£ULJL1üS. is  one  that  outline,,  th,-> h,»,t 

methods  of schiavine the  targets.     H ,v is  the   tf»«,t   m.+ v   .,   w        • 1"    'rie   Le&t  method  determined?     If the 
targets of output., and the ^antit.es of all  bllt  one of „,„ „ ^^ ^ ^ 

u:,d   ,„ the  Pla„ sre specifl-d,   then the pro«•»•   ¡,   ••; ,,„rr!„ ;.,,,..   ,r ,„„,, 

» »till scope   for economizing „„ ,„. „„ of that  „„„. ,  ^ ^       ' 

»at.velv,  ,ive„ t„e various  Imra, „„^   .p ^ ^   ,f ^   .     ^ ^ 

:; ;rfor Kiining •re or °ne ^ "«•<»* .«n«,.« ms rth,r twtt 
then the  plan has not he,,, conceived  in the „ost   %fri,i..„t" „„..,. ' 

^.       While  discussine the efficiency of . plan  -   ¡...   th, most  .. 

0'Khle,lní * Set °f ^°  °•  *>• »<* consider the lesiraHl.tv of the 
«h«.     «   this stWe, the  nation of „hether an attest  „ho,,,,,  „. „,. t0 

try to reach  the targets at the  „t.ted costs is !eft unanswered.     To „wr 

that gestion one nust consider th. wsti„„ of opti.alitr.     ,„   .^in/the 

opt.»allty of a pli„, t„ere  is  . cuestión vnether the hi,h,st net   value wiu be 

«• «Ptimi Plan   ,.  the ... desired plan because   it offers the b.„t 

from the valuation »ade of its various aspects. 

1'' ,,T" thiS di'CU'3i0n °f "f"sibili^". ".mei««,- and "optWity-, it 
*«* U clear that the "opti   ,.- pl„ Butt Am ^ „ „.„^^ ^ ^ 
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if it were not efficient, then more of one desired objective could be obtained 

without sacrificing other objectives, and thus a "more optimal" solution would 

result.     Naturally,  it  is  assumed that  every "efficient"  plan  is  feasible. 

hk.       Thus  in examining a project or plan the  first  question  is,  "Is  it  fea* 

sible?"     Tf  it   is   feasible,  the next   question  is,  "Is   it  efficient,  or could 

the  same thing be  done  in a less  wasteful  manner?"     Finally,   "How important  is 

it?       In other words,  is  the  project   valued highly enough  in terms  of economic 

and  social  objectives  so that   it  should be  accepted  in  preference to other 

relevant alternatives?. 

Related terms 

1»5»       Feasibility:    A plan or a project is  feasible  if it  is at all possible 

to achieve  it  as outlined,  within the  constraints  of technical knowledge  and 

available  resources.    The basis  of any  feasibility  study  is  a project  report 

which details  the technical,  eeonor'e  ant"  managerial   requirements  for the  proj- 

ect.     Feasibility of a project  must  be   examined with  respect to each of the 

constraints   facing Iw      anner.     n>"   ••¡'.ample: 

examines the  question of whether the ( a )   A technical  feas il      ' • ;    of 
technical processa •.-scribed or i.ip'lied in the projet'-, report are 
within the range of the avai"! ' ; ~ s Pontifie and engineering know- 
now.     The  question   is  whether   r ..    processes   will   work  ur not. 

(b) An economic   feasibility   r-i  ¡ iy  examines  the  question of whether  the 
demands  for goods  and  n..r •   .es  created by the  project   ,r programme 
can be met by the  a;'. .'1 able  resources.     Sometimes  the expression 
"economic   feasibili t.v"  is   used  to connote  the  profitability or the 
economic viability of a programme, but this   is   incorrect.     The 
profitability or the  economic  viability  of a  project can be  ascer- 
tained only after the various  costs and benefits have been evalu- 
ated.     A feasibility  study is  not dependent  on the prices of the 
inputs  or the  product. 

(c) A managerial  feasibility  study  examines  whether, with the available 
skill  and know-how of the  managerial personnel,  the work of construc- 
tion and operation of the project can be performed as outlined. 

After it  is determined that the project  is   feasible,  a profitability study or 

•n economic viability study must still be made.    This  study will include the 

financial, commercial and national considerations. 

1*6.       Efficiency:     An efficient  programme  is one in which the results could not 

be obtained by using economy in any one resource without diseconomy resulting 

elsewhere.     Alternatively, given the  resources, the results could not be  improved 

without suffering loss somewhere else.    This  concept of efficiency is also 

called "technological" or "economic"  efficiency.     Sometimes efficiency in the 
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us. of one particular resource, for example, managerial r,rsonnel is examined 
keeping all other factors constant.    Thus « oroi.,t . ««""med 
ir »k. Project has    managerial   efficiency 
if the same results could „ot have been obtained by using^ '-^^ 
or knov-how. e less """"'«l skin 

*.      Since efficiency implies economy in the use of eve,, klll(I of Bcnrce 
resource, lt   l8  diffioult to ^^ . ^.^   .^ 

efficiency of a project or a pro«.    Customarily, TOrious 

-e   n^a^ffi^   are ^^^ ^ ^ -« 

aspects of an operation.    For example, in order to get « ¡dea of 

C7;f the ~°" °f » ^•* —. various „omc of ,fli     I ;ri 

could be constructed such as-     («Wv^ ncy 

around time-     fo) ^ 3Peed °f trai"s;    <b> «*» turn- 

=— I; j " COnSmed Per - ^    »* «> — —ue per 

relltstff1    tA-dMÍ3ÍOn ÍS SaÍd t0 ** "0PtlMl"  Íf " *»• «" .est 
».«If and also sattes all constraints facing the decision-^. 

«on   ~^£ii^^:   »» »°rth of a project can be judged only i„ „lm_ 

welfare of individuals and groups of people.    Typicallv    an 
^or^-p.;* jypicaiiy, an economic  decision 

r t:rr:r ^T-
leaves others -^•°nd --^ 

the welfare 0f the ' ' *' ""^ f°r •"»'"« »d «-!-*»«« welfare of the various groups within a society,  it   is difficult to state 
precisely the desirability of a scheme fr•, »,        • 
society     WW „ r01nt °f "e" of the •«re 

h    e 'vin h    H    
a "       °* (called the "8°cial «"*• *"«<»" - ~ 

Ïl „g      h      , deVi'ed aMOrdÌng t0 POlUi"1 P•- «» "-ional 
o r i r;:: it

is \a *rition to jud* **-" » *«• * - « 
resou" P       ÍS a ^iaUtíáffl if,  with «. available 

loir:::!::—tho mitm of th- -"* *• «-—* *« - 

-;rr::rSo ri;:^: TMeto-^ projMts—- the worth of       , contr^ut10n.    Hcvever, in certain cases judgements about 
the worth of a plan can still be made      If . «*+.,•., •    . 
prosper with•* «.u- " Pr°Ject makes 8ome Persons Gosper without making anyone else m»r+mr.    ,•* 
ti«« i,      • suffer, it can be said that the group situa- 

that u. criterlon .,pwt0 optijiil.ty„ ._ ^ to .^ ^ ^^ oí ^ 

»tim'#'ff' :; '• -    . 
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group.    A plan is "Pareto optimum" if, with the available resources, it  ia 

impossible otherwise to make some people better off without altering the condi- 

tion of others.     It  should be borne in mind that a scheme that  involves any 

redistribution of income cannot be judged by the criterion of Pareto optimality 

because the worth of a redistributive measure cannot be judged without making 

an interpersonal   ;ompari son  of welfare. 

51. It has  been mentioned earlier that the  judgement of the desirability of 

a project  fron the point of vieti of the collective values of a society may be 

different  from the corresponding judgement of a private businessman, since the 

latter considers  only the  market  valuation of the goods  and  services and has 

as  a sole  objective the maximization of his private  profits.     Since the basic 

valuation of goods and services  is  different  in the  social   and private cases, 

the resultant  calculations  about  optimality will  also be different.    For 

example,  a private businessman's  calculations o^ the best  size  for a cement 

plant may be different  from the    socially optimal  scale    for the cement  indus- 

try.    Generally speaking,  a    socially optimal project scale    differs from a 

privately optimal project   scale 

52. Optimization :    The mathematical exercise  in which the maximum or the 

minimum of something is  sought  subject to certain constraints is  called "opti- 

mization".     For example,  a well defined optimization problem is  the maximization 

of the value of the national product at any time  subject  to the  availabilities 

of the various resources and technical skills.     This example  illustrates what 

Ì8 known as the    static optimization    problem because the problem of augment- 

ing resources over time   (dynamic  optimization)   is not tackled here. 

53. Growth paths:    Of crucial  importance to any plan of economic development 

is the problem of augmenting the productive capacities of an economy over a 

period of time.    A particular scheme of expanding production and productive 

capacity is described as the "growth path".    The growth path of national prod- 

ucts, the growth path of the product of any sector of the economy, the growth 

path of productive capacity in an industry, are examples of how this term is 

used. 

5U.      Given the productive capacities of an economy and the optimum forecast 

of foreign trade, foreign aid and loss, current and future, the various    fea- 

sible grovth paths    for the economy can be worked out.    Feasibility here, as 

in the general discussion earlier, implies that the assumed techniques of 
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production .« sound and »tat at no ti. vin the deaand for any ^ be „^ 

to exceed the supplies that can be made available. 

55.      The probi• of dynamic optimisation is faced when a choice „ust be made 

fro, the various feasible growth paths.    Tne only way of making . „¿^ 

chdce „ to introduce explicitly a criterion of social preferences - in this 

case the preferences between alternative time patterns of welfare for the soci- 

ety.    The    opti„u°, ffowth path    is the feasible growth path which u juige<¡ 

-cordmg to existing social preferences to be the best of all feasible gr»th 
paths. 

jSfc. 
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111 *»UtÌT«  wight. 

56-       If • d.cl,ion proc... i„TOl„. onl    „, objecti 

is „uti-i, ^..   For „^ the busine3^   - '•    «;-«- or choic. 

funi, to invest ha. .. hig sole objïctiw "•*» hM ' «»» -»* of 

inve.f nt.    H, „„ova 1, th, „ „\ "" Pr°fit °ut of his 

«nova «1! th« market prje.s «t which h. can buy and  ,ell 
**. »d „„.e...    „a *.„ knou3 ^ th> pos3ible - «    - » —u. 

»-.* h¡8 »o„cy. „i, d,0i5ion.mêuting process rald   ^     *   ;;» 

highest ranking projects until his  funds are exh-usted       T 

%*» ~ t, _utio„ of ... P~,c t^fl^^ 

of «,. »*. ^.ctaZri'i r: :: ;:.•vhy the r-kine 
tiv»«      Tr   », ««niicaj. with respect to each of the objec- 
tives.     If, however,  such ranking is  identical with reject to tv      „• *_„ ,      . "Avu respect to two obiectiv*« 
for example, the  aggregate con.uaption objective «rf th , ' 
then    a^min    •», . °ojective and the  employment  objectiva, 
then,  again, there are no difficulties in satisfvin* Mk        ,       • 
But     ,'fH ...     . ««isrying both «coals simultaneously. 
*t.   x, th. contrxhutxon. to th. w.,.t« conation objectiv. and to th. 
»P^nt obJ.cti„ for „.„ conceiyrtl, ' 

« then t. »U that „h.t.„r «i-i... „„.^ ¿ ^'      ^^ ' 
lb«.  » no conflict b.t»a,n th... tvo .W«.ti«.    ao that •„ '"pl,>J,,,mt- 
tr..ti„g tn„ „par.t.j,. •»J«t,T,.i .o that th.r. x. „o poi« in 

W * IT Ìn',r"tÌn*' " ~11 » • — ««».tic. .ituation i. on. that 

:z:zr. r: re-~ —— - *• -- -— -— 
««J" Ü,0*!"1""00 ,MrCÍM *"*--*« -th a .ituation i„wl^ 

a-iÄ ¡TATS? ?•"--*--*-« •ccoroing to the first objectiva.    When thert i. a tia WtVMa 
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two projects according to the first objective, one project is 
selected in preference to the  other according to the next  important 
objective.    The third and the   following objectives on the priority 
list are brought into play n-ly  if they ar<- needed to help make the 
decision because the  higher ranking objectives  have  failed to dis- 
criminate between the  projects.     Before  recommending this  decision 
rule,   it  should be determined whether such a strict  hierarchy among 
the objectives  is  in  conformity  with the genuine aspirations of the 
society.     The objectives  are  supposed  to represent  these  aspirations. 
Such  a strict priority  system n^ans that there   is  really only one 
objective   for social  decisions.     Only  in situations where  the 
decision-maker  is  indifferent   (according to the  social  objective) 
will he consider the  subsidiary criteria.    This rule does not guar- 
anteethat  a minimum of any of the objectives,  especially those low 
in priority will be  satisfied. 

(b)   If a minimum of each of the secondary objectives must be met, then 
the requirements should be stated, explicitly as constraints in the 
optimization exercise.     In that case the optimization problem becomes 
one of maximizing with  respect  to one objective  subject  to a number 
of constraints.    These constraints  include th.   technical  possibil- 
ities, the  availabilities of various  require! supplies,  and the min- 
imum requirements of the other objectives.    Any such optimization 
process  first selects a feasible  solution, that  is, a solution that 
satisfies  Ml the constraints.     If there is only one  such  feasible 
solution,  then that one  is also the optimum solution.     But, typi- 
cally, there are numerous  feasible  solutions,  so that the optimiza- 
tion process proceeds  by exploring other feasible solutions with a 
riew to achieving higher values   for the objective  function.    The 

fl*!1-    .!0lU\10n f0r WhÌCh the  obJ^tiv* function reaches the max- 
imum is the optimum solution.     A well known mathematical property 
of such an optimization exercise  is the so-called    duality    of the 
solution,  which gives  a value to  each of the constraint The pro- 

mît °f.mt
aximìzatl°n of th* objective  function, subject to certain 

constramts,  is mathematically equivalent to minimizing the cost 
of the programme in terms of the constraints.     If a constraint con- 

Z?L£%ril,khÌ1Ìt/,°T "* g00d' the °Pti«i«tion Procès telîs 
how much the maximand (the objective which is being maximized)  can 
be increased if an extra unit of this good were available      Th. 

TZ\^° UUl vhOV mUCh the —^ would  fMlsforî'if^. unit 
oí ÍM.*^/"! if6"  aWay-     ^iS  Value  is  ^le<* the     shadow Drice 
chafer X '*"" *" ** consid"^ i» »ore detail iñ ' 

Similarly, corresponding to the constraint regardin« the -ini 

i? r!<lU1í!-ent 0f •" obJ«Gtiv«.   a shadow prie, e« 2.^bÌ L".r^ 
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important fact  i« that th»• -i - 
«T*.t. with r»p.oTo î£Ml.tnTZloT"^'"'"'1'""" """•» «• 
«1« is .whanged for the othlr     L th    J " and the r!>te »* which 

««in« down targets with r,• ,T objective..   If,   instead of 

»•ighted sum of the various ôbî^tiv °"° 0l'Je<"i•,  » 
being the ones obtainedTthe'ca e of T" T^*" (th° ""**" 
«ould result. e °f »Pe"lf"cl targets)  the acuno 

•'"ci«t  progrese, „Ud ÌlllT, l^sT^Tl"" '" " 
ferent objectives   into on, sinule sor£l"î*    Í "" the dif~ 
veighted .» of ail  the objectives ° £  wlll^l^ ? "" 

the different objeetivefvouid Ä*^,'^  ^ ^ ^ °f 

optimization with  respect to « w,; J, '   then'  of course, the 
preferred.     Where   it  ieaster Í« *"?*   -^ °f obJe;'^en would be 
Jbar-ical  «quire^ï.  'tbT^S o7ttÄS ^TT"« ^ 
ferred.    However,   in any exercise hT    1        g 8hould be Pre~ 
error  is  inevitable beïore eithe^ • !        •'  ^ 30me trial and 

be  specified. ^ the vei«h^ or the targets can 

60.       Constraints:    A problem can be posed in terms of «        K , 
For exunl,    i„  =    „ • • number of constraints. 

c    cLT    ' * P01nt  ÍnSÍde 8 Pl03ed "~tric S^  ""* - a rcU or a Square, the mathematical problem is to define the limits of the tvo 

1 r    lan CO"ü;dlnateS CO—dÍ- *> - —i- of the particular      0 

oT;;i ;;::;^ese um:ts ^ - -—«—«^ 
hl.      An economic problem of allr^.t;,,» „ 
c- 1» he pes* L ter!    f re8°UrC'S  "8 »»<•tiv. u... 
»ill renectT T        " nU"b"' °f °0,'""i"t'-    E-h <* »h.« constant. 
=h L „1      thV00"OBlC "e"1* *"' «• —- for My scree resource 

It      ."HI    ltS t0t'1 *ViU,bl"  ~    •«-»». -««-1 e.- 

^ w du. to th, ^^ ^^r:;;::^"-so-auch *°n-tr'i-t- 

I'. » ln-lT' 'C°n^C, t'Ch,>0l0«i"1. -1- « Politica reciti.. HI, the po..ib»litie. of w econoaic „,*>„__      . . 
«ti.«.. „, ,„ *"**•<-.    toy Mlution of th, B 

"        e' *".""" =""'«•*• i- ««IM..   Typical,. th.„ .« »^ f.MlM. 
•olution.. rtich brinj. up th. prow- of choi«. 

probi-T""""' ","">',Ìn^    »» «« « « —• of »olution. to . 

«* Prob!- ,. (^ ^ of ^^    nli -toi • 
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»ought is that solution for which the criterion function attains its maxinun 

value. 

61».      When the criterion function is  fo^ulated in terms of costs that are to 

be minimized,  the problem formally becomes one of minimization.     This means 

that the required solution is one  for which the criterion function attains its 

minimum value. 

65. Hierarchy, priorities, relative weights;    There may be more than one cri- 

terion for choosing between feasible  solutions.    There may be more than one 

social  objective or more than one element of -osi.    How, does one  construct a 

meaningful   decision rule or a well-defined criterion function?    One way of solv- 

ing the -roblem is to introduce certain    priorities    or a    hierarchy    among the 

various ele.'mor:•*•/;• constituting the  set  of criteria.     For this  purpuse, the objec- 

tives (or items of costs)  are arranged in order of  r.he'>- importance.    Only when 

an objective  of a higher order fails to discriminate anum^ the  feasible solu- 

tions is the   objective next  in line  c on •;   erert in maki ig ti..¡ choice.    When the 

multiple objectives are combined to construct a single well  defined criterion 

function,  relative w  ifhtr; have been       iced explicitly or implicitly on the 

variouB objectives. 

66. Weights are the arithmetic measures of t.he relative importance of the 

various elements that constitute the total   valuation '.f h nub.iect of interest. 
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IV     Märtet.. eeuilihr,-,,^  allocation of reso,•... 

67.      In everyday language, the market is t„. plaoe vhpre gooda 

« bought and sold,    economists also m the ^ market essentiaUy •' 

.7.7" T 
ther ha,,e tao— * *•—*•» »«» m jbj;; and    elling of SOBe or tìl camMtia in the ent.re 

late, se^nt of the economy.     „ does ^ _ ^ ^ 

market in India, the commodity market in the United q+„+0 

in the federal Repaie of Germany. 

IJz ;:t;r
ket e-on°"the prooe3s °f buyins - -"- *» - — essentially determines pnces, incomes, employment and so forth 

tic about th. organisation and the statte'of the Li "~S"•* 

»ere assumption that selle, „a„t to m.,i„iZe „Z^l^lSl 

such as the relate bargains powers of th. various participants, the ease 

111 neV DUBin"8 '" "*' th« ~~ « -*"• —atiens abo7th. 

69.      In reality every market „„ . dlstincti„ oharacteH3tic 

for theoretical discussion certain clearly defined ,• • 
>,„.;,,,,•      .. . «¿early defined types are considered for 
building theoretical models.      Perfect ^•,•*;»- 
the best knmm •„       .- competition    as a market organization i. 
the best kne• theoretical construct.    This i. not because it is the most cc- 

«>nly observed phenomenon among market economies.    As a matter of f. T     T 

»aricet economy approximate, this con.truct      ». "        ,      ! ' "°      °"° 
stems h.»    ,. construct.    Its popularity among economi«. 
stems from the fact that a number of worthvhii. ».w. .  . 
Derfn•.-„     . worthwhile »elfare propositions about the 
Performance of a market economy can be í«I„„.í ._     ... 
competition. ***" "" "«•»«« <" Perfect 

b^er/a^lf*^ U th* *~ " « «»* '« *** * 1— — of 

Tier   f h 0f Mll*^• P"tÍCÍP*t> Ín <"« b^"« - ••"«« of 
^o TT""co~oditl"^***«ta"1— °f*-«*«• •— 

omsta- language there i. no   Droäuct-differMti.ti•,   , . 
tive market     Fur«, •. ""»"•fnt.i.tinn   in a perfectly competi- 

market.   Purthemore. it i. .,.«,< that any nev seller (or buyer) can 
«iter th. market without coat, or difficult!.,     T .       • 
no si„,i. v, aifficultie«.    In .uch a .ituation, obvioual», 

sxngl, buyer or ..u.r c„ ÌBflttMce ^ ^ ^ Qf ^ ^^ 

m       iiltji     fill«- 
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Producers accept the market prices as given data, and decide the nature and 

the quantities of their produce,  the techniques of production, according to 

their objective of profit maximization.    Since new entrants can always enter 

the market without cost,  profit   in excess of the  "necessary"  entrepreneurial 

remuneration  is eliminated  in the  long run. 

71. Similarly,  every buyer has  to accept the market  prices  as i^ven.     His 

supply of primary  factors gives  him income,  which he  spends  among the  different 

available  commodities   in  such  a way that he attains the  highest level  of wel- 

fare permitted by his  income.     The  simultaneous decisions  of a large number of 

buyers and sellers determine the  market prices in such a way that all markets 

are cleared and everybody is  satisfied.     In this way, a perfectly competitive 

economy is  said to have attained    equilibrium. 

72. Economists have proved the  goodness of a perfectly competitive market orga- 

nization   in the  following sense.     It leads to the  "best"   allocation of resources, 

(according to Pareto's definition of the "best")  that  is,  Pareto optimality. 

This means that, given the initial endowments of the primary resources and their 

distribution among the different  resource-holders  in the  economy, perfect com- 

petition  leads to such an allocation of resources among alternative lines of pro- 

duction and such a distribution of incomes among the different resource-holders, 

that  it  is  impossible to enhance  the well-being of anyone  without diminishing 

that of someone else.     Given the   fact that every commodity  is of some "value" 

to some consumer,  it  follows that  perfect competition leads to "efficient" 
production. 

73.       Departure  from    perfect competition    can take place  in several ways;  thus 

imperfect  competition  is  necessarily a very heterogenous  category.     Some  spe- 

cial  forms of market imperfections have been clearly identified and studied 

closely.     Monopoly is brought about by having only one producer (or seller)   and 

a large number of buyers  in a specific commodity market.     A monopolist has to 

make both the quantity and the price decision for his output   in such a fashion 

that, given the market demand for his produce, he can attain the maximum profit. 

The polar opposite of monopoly is monopsony in which a large number of sellers 

of a product compete for the custom of a single buyer. 

TU.      Oligopoly is the situation in which a small number of sellers compete with 

•ach other in a market with a large number of buyers.    A special case of oligop- 

oly is duopoly where there are only two sellers.    This has been studied in great 

detail in economic theory because this situation brings out with great simplic- 

ity the essential characteristics of an oligopolistic market. 
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81. Oligopoly is the market organization in which a nail number of seller. 

co-pete anong themselves to sell a commodity to a large number of buyers. 

82. Dupoly is the situation  involving only two sellers who compete with each 

other in a market with many buyerr. 

83. Monopolistic competition:    A number of sellers competing with each other 

to «ell products that are  imperfect substitutes for one  another. 

8U.       Monopsony is   the market  organization in which numerous sellers compete 

for the custom of a single buyer. 

85. Resources:    Usually means primary resources,   such as land arid other nat- 

ural  resources,  labour, and  fixed productive asseta. 

86. Allocation of resources:    The process of distributing resources among 

alternative economic activities. 

8T.       Mie-allocation. mal-allocation of resources:    The situation in which the 

resources are not allocated in the "best" possible way.    These terms usually 

describe the situation where the economy fails to attain efficiency in production 

93.       Static; theories of resource allocation:    The economic theory of resource 

allocation under which the various primary resources such as land,  labour and 

other productive assets are taken as invariable,   is called "static" because 

the theory does not take into consideration the possibilities of growth in the 

•upply of these resources.     But in time the labour force grows,  and the capital 

accumulation leads to growth in the stock of the productive assets. 

09>      Dynamic theories of resource allocation take into account the growth of 

th« labour force and the accumulation of capital over time.    They explain th« 

allocation of resources at  every period among the various consumption and inv«at- 

«•nt good industries,  and thereby explain the growth of the economy over ti««. 

90.      Equilibrimi is the situation in which, given the constants of the model, 

there is no incentive to move away fro« the position attained. 

«x.      Panerai equilibrium analysis:    This is the theory of the determination of 

prie««, incoe»«, employment and outputs by the si»ultaneous interaction of th« 

fore«« of d««and and supply in all the commodity and resource markets of th« 

«2.      «n^ial equilibrium analysis:    The theory of the determination of th« 

prie« «at the output of a commodity by the interaction of th« foro«« of 

•MM« 
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and supply in the market, under the assumption that all other variables in the 

economy remain unchanged. 

93.      Disequilibrium:    A condition under which the various economic agents in 

the market have incentives to move away from their current state, 

91*.      Structural disequilibrium:    The disequilibrium situation may be due to 

the particular conditions of the market,  such as a price rigidity or the absence 

of suitable  technological alternatives,  rather than to an unfinished state  of 

a slow process of adjustment leading to the equilibrium.    A situation under 

which certain technological or market  conditions prevent the  system from reach- 

ing or moving towards equilibrium is called structural disequilibrium,    (fee 

above  structural employment.)    When a system is in structural disequilibrium 

it will not move towards equilibrium on its own accord,  it will remain where 

it is. 
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V     Marginal analysis 

95. The concept of "margin" is very important in economic theory, particu- 

larly in what is called neo-classical economics.    If the commodities are 

perfectly divisible, and because only one price can prevail  in the market  for 

a homogeneous commodity,  a rational buyer or a pro fit-maxi mi zing producer should 

make his  purchase or sale decision  in  such a fashion that  one unit less of the 

commodity would have kept him dissatisfied and one unit more  of it would make 

him regretful.    For example, a buyer in an orange market purchases an orange 

for five cents.    Given the prices of all other commodities the buyer knows what 

else he  could buy with his money.     However, he likes oranges well enough to buy 

one with his  five cents.    Will he buy a second orange?    If at this stajre he 

still prefers oranges he will spend another five cents for one and thus go on 

purchasing one orange after another until his  desire for oranges i G so well 

satisfied that he decides to spend hia next five cents on  something else.    In 

other words, he will keep on buying oranges until the satisfaction he gets out 

of the marginal orange does not fall  short of the  satisfaction he can get fro« 

some alternative purchases made for the same price. 

96. Similarly, the producer of a perfectly divisible commodity makes his pro- 

duction decision by equating his income at the margin with his expenditure at 

the margin.     Conceptually we can think of him as making a production decision 

unit by unit.    He will keep on increasing his output until he makes a profit. 

When will he  stop expanding his output?    He will  stop when one extra unit of 

output will result in a loss. 

97. Obviously, the kind of reasoning developed above will always hold if the 

demand curves, cost curves and other factors are smooth and continuous.    If 

the cost curve, for example, is not smooth and continuous, then the producer 

should not accept the signal given at the margin as the correct indication for 

the nature of things that lie far beyond the margin without exploring further. 

Thus, on the assumption of "well behaved" functional relationships, neo-classical 

economic theory postulates that stable equilibria can be reached if the eco- 

Inomic agents equate their   marginal revenue   with   marginal costs   or their 

[satisfaction at the margin with the cost at the margin etc. 

Related terms 

>8-     Margin, marginal, at margin, incremental:    These term« refer to a unit 

>f commodity just beyond the actual «mount bought or sold; sometimes the margin 

. ..^.. .•Jfeâ^ii it m ¡trè-aftC' 
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My refer to the last unit.    However, if the cooBodity is very finely divis- 

ible and if the unit of account  is very  amai L, then for all practical purposes, 

there is  very little difference b^tvee*.  the  incremental and the  immediate intra« 

•arginal unit. 

99. Intr-t-marginal.  supra-marginal:     Th<   fir-t term refern to  a margin below 

the  actual  value;  the  second term refers ti  the margin  above the  actual   value. 

100. Marginal   cost pricing:     Under this  p:i: ~ipl--  of pricing a public   enter- 

prise  rhould sell   its  output  at  a price which   i     * quai to  its marginal  cost. 

Thir  rwle  corresponds to the equilibrium condition under perfect  competition. 

In a situativ  where the  assumptions of perfect competition cannot  be maintain«« 

this p/in^nlp   obviously loses   its  full   significar''   .     However,   the  fact  re«aini 

that   if the price (the consumer's willingness  to r-ay)   is   greater than  the mar- 

ginal cost, then   the expansior   of output shoulu provide   .arginai benefit  (Mea- 

sured in termi,  of the consumer's willingness  to pay^ , which is greater than the 

•arginai cost  (measured again in +• nur     f tlie  consumer's  willingness to pay for 

the outcome of the alternative use of trie resource  ). 
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ti      Opportunity costa 

101. To cite a peraonal example, suppose the reader has just finished build- 

ing ft house, is about to «ove  in,  and a neighbour asks,  "How much did th    house 

cost?"    The reader knows it has  cost him a lot of money  (and a lot of trouble): 

money to buy land and building materials;    money to pay the contractors, car- 

penters,  and electricians,  and money to buy furniture and kitchen equipment. 

As a careful accountant, the  reader does not  forget  to add to these costs the 

interest payments  lost during two years because of the money withdrawn from 

his savings bank account to build the house.    He thinks also of the time and 

energy he and his wife have spent making selections  and supervising the work- 

men;  these must   be valued in order to have a proper measure of the cost of the 

house.     Perhape a more remunerative job  in a distant  city ha;-  been turned down 

in order to be near the building project.    This too represents a loss. 

102. The list can be extended to cover all  such items of direct expenditure 

in terns of money and all-hidden costs in terms of losses and sacrifices.    But 

one thing should be obvious and that is that "costs" like "benefits" are mea- 

sures of value.    This value is  expressed in terms of money because money is 

the standard unit of account in modern society.    It  is always known what money 

can buy so that the utility of an amount of money is easily recognized.    If a 

complete  account is made of what the house cost and  it comes to $50,000, the 

reader means that he could have had $50,000 worth of other valuable things if 

he had not chosen to own this house.    Therefore, the only meaningful sense in 

which "costs" can be spoken of is in tema of opportunities or b-nefits fore- 

gone.    In other words, "coats" are negative "benefits".    This is so because 

coata and benefita are both measures of value, and the only source of valu« ia 

human judgement regarding th« usefulness of thinga. 

103. Because th« source of value is in human judgement, th« valuation of • 

thiag can differ fro« parson to person.    If, however, people can trade freely 

snong theaailves, then the «rices (strictly speaking, the price-rat ios or ta« 

tens of trade) should be equalised ia a free market,    whenever a purchaser is 

willing to pay sure for an extra unit of a commodity than the price quoted in 

the market, he vili demand more of the ccssaodity and bid up the price.    This 

process of free «zchaage leads to the equalisation of prices.   A commercial 

enterprise nates it« calculât ions primarily on the basis of the free market 

priées. 
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V.   ¡ 

10k.    Ail organized society may have definite social objectives, for example, 

the two Objectives of military preparedness and economic growth.    The cost of 

• programme   to build up the nation's military potential can then be expressed 

only in terns of the opportunity of economic growth sacrificed in order to 

attain  its military objective. 

105.     In practice it may be difficult to calculate exactly the "cost" of on« 

thing in term3 of the other objective, but the concept should be clearly borne 

in mind while searching for a common measure. 

Related terms 

IO6.    The opportunity cost of something acquired is the possible benefit  fore- 

gone in order to acquire it.    The opportunity cost of the wheat produced by a 

•an on an acre of land with only one pair of bullocks can be expressed in terms 

of any other alternative output that this combination of factors (land, man 

and bullocks) could have produced instead of wheat.    It could also be expressed 

in terms of its value in money,  if the outputs are for a market with known 

prices.    In that case the opportunity cost of this amount of wheat is the high- 

est alternative money value these factors could have produced if applied to 

other crops. 

10?.    The private opportunity cost is the value of the opportunities foregone 

by a private  individual in terns of his own subjective valuation of benefits. 

108. The social opportunity cost of a thing is the social value of the sacri- 

fice nade by the society to attain it in terms of the  society's objectives. 

109. Opportunity cost of capital put to a certain use is the opportunity of 

"profits" sacrificed in a possible alternative use.    For example, the oppor- 

tunity cost of a certain amount of money capital invested in a savings bank it 

the opportunity of profits sacrificed if this amount were employed in otter 

forms of assets. 

110. Opportunity cost of investment;    Investment is only an increment to the 

capital stock.    But, unlike capital stock, which may not be easily convertible 

from orne form to another, new investments can be made in a large variety of 

ways 1 or, they need not be made at all, in which case the opportunity coat 

would »a consumed.    To that extent the opportunity cost of a stock of capital 

•ay Va aifftramt from that of new investments.    Wien a society makes an invest- 

ment la a particular venture, it sacrifices the opportunities of either aug- 

menting currant consumption or attaining the social objectives by investing 
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el.evhere in the economy.    Th« **ximm of all such alternative benefits fore- 

gone is the social opportunity cost of this particular investment. 

111 *     Opportunity cost of labour:     When a worker is given a job,  the cost to 

the enterprise can be measured  in terms of the wages paid to him.    The entre- 

preneur's private opportunity cost  is  the merket value of the wage payments in 

cash or in kind.     The social opportunity cost of this new employment  is,  how- 

ever,  the value of the outputs sacrificed elsewhere in the economy, because of 

the withdrawal of this worker fro« the rest of the economy for this particular 
job. 
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VI1      Willingness to pay, consumers'  surplus, producer'a 
surplus, merit wants 

112. In a free market the price of a commodity is determined by the  forces of 

demand and supply.     Various factors can influence the demand for and the supply 

of a commodity,  for example, its price, the prices of its substitutes or the 

incomes of the consumers.    Let us assume  for simplicity that all factors other 

than the price of the particular commodity remain unchanged and that the com- 

modity itself is bought and sold in  small   units so that the purchase  of one 

extra unit does not make too large a demand on a typical consumer's purchasing 

power.    In that case  it is possible to find out how much of the commodity each 

buyer is prepared to buy if the price is $1 per unit.    Similarly,  it  is possible 

to prepare a schedule of purchases the buyer is willing to make  f-.r different 

price quotations.     This is called the individual buyer's demand schedule.    Add- 

ing up the quantities demanded by all the buyers in the market for each price, 

a market demand schedule can be determined.     It is reasonable to assume that 

the demand schedule  for either an individual buyer or for the market  as a whole 

is more or less downward-sloping, that is,  the quantities demanded are higher 
for lower prices. 

113. An individual buyer's    demand schedule    is indicated by DD'  in Figure 1 

below.    If the price  is $20 or more per unit, the buyer will not buy the com- 

modity.    At the actual market price of $5 a unit, he buys ten units,  i.e.  he is 

willing to pay $5 for the tenth unit of the commodity.    For the ninth unit he 

was willing to pay $6.50 and so on.    For the first unit he was prepared to pay 

$18.50.    This is so, because the marginal utility or the satisfaction received 

from a commodity is normally assumed to diminish as more and more of it is avail- 

able for consumption.    At any level of consumption, the willingness to pay for 

a commodity is determined by the satisfaction expected from the marginal unit of 

that commodity.    In other words, the consumer's demand price is determined by 

his willingness to pay for the marginal unit when he is free to buy any amount 
of the commodity. 
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Figure 1 
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12k.    Foreign exchange surplus:    The excess of the receipts on the foreign 

account of an economy over its payments to foreigners is the foreign exchange 

surplus  of that economy. 

125. Wants:    The desire to have more of a commodity is  a "want".     Economically 

meaningful wants are  those that can only be satisfied at a cost, and  for which 

consumerai  individually or collective] y,  are prepared to pay. 

126. Willingness to  pay  for a good in terms   if money  (purchasing power)   or 

other valuables provides the economic measure   of the  intensity of the  consumer'i 

want   for  * ne commodity,  and  is based on  his  income  and tastes.    The  schedule  of 

a buyer's wiMingness to pay for the various measures of a commodity is his 

demand  r,e].e i ule. 

127. Demand analysis :     The   study of the consumers'   c.^marid  for goods and ser- 

vices  is  call\j  the  demand  analysis. 

128. Effective demand:     When the <•; mand   ''or all the goodr, and services  in an 

economy   (at the glv-n   pri -e      are aggregv,ed over the   various consumers,  Inves- 

tors,  exporters and  sever-'ment pumi    •     s,  the measure  of the effective  demand 

in the  economy can be  det ., •- ned. 

129. Merit wants:     Wants th;t   .<^rve t<j be v- ; >-d not   in terms of the con- 

sumers'   willingness  to pay,  but on  the some  social  judgement  of their 

irit,  are called raarit wa. ts.    Health ai ]  education are example:. 
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130.    Icono-i.t. have tried to build a theory of consul Saviour on the 

•aravtion that the con.vaer behave, rationally     A ration.-. ... «.iwn^xy.    A rational consumer care- 
««i, .-«i*.. «,. l0.„. «, .*,., s.ti.fKtion Md ^ 
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yardstick, which the economists called  utility 
In thi. fra«wor. it i. ...u«d that a r.tion.1 consul when confron"^~th 

«yarbitrary bundle of good, win he .Dle to say ho. „My »utils» (unUs „f 

utility) this bundle of good, represent to hi..    We later economist, noticed 

"UHT ZIT*"." 
Kono'ic theory "* •concept °r strirtiy •"« utility, called   cardinal .t^ty    ,M unnsc.ary. 

iîL    TK"* 'r'r), COn0",rtle *Ír °f C«~<^ »«tat.. » e—r can say 
•ittar that he prefer, on. to th. ot,.cr, or that he is indifferent and doss 

not bay. a preference, then it is u.u^ly possible t0 construct „ 

utility function.      such a utility action would assi*, . higher utility ind„ 
to A than to » if A i. ,nrtrni to „.    ^ m .n4M youia te ^ to ^ 

ba...t if the con.«», happened to be indifferent and had „o preference,    Th. 

««t nutricai value for th. utility index is i.at.ri.1 for the purpose 0f 
explaining the consumer»• behaviour. 

132.    To .*pl.i„ cardinal utility, it i. .,.„,.„ thM the ejrtr. utuit/ ^.^ 

by a co..-., ft.« . „TtiMl ^.tllx ottgooito h.s consumpt.on ,a poijtiw 

(....  that a good continu., to b. of «lu. to hi.).    ,„t ¡t i. al.o ..suaed that 
with .ach .uc„..i„ Vitien of th. ^ to M. coo.^tioni the ^.^ Mi_ 

i«y 4.C1Ì... (»„i„ thereby that th. inten.it, of hi, enjoint di.inishe. a. 
-or. »d «, of th. .«. good is .y.ii.Di, to ,dm).    „„ u calle<J the M 

°"°fth*    """¡-"l, »argina! „ti! j,v.      This „.ustión help, to „pl.i„ 
the observed behaviour of a coniu*>r ut.»   «•..., *V ur or a consuaer who, other things being equal, buys less 

of good if it. price goes up.    T*. corresponding ...u-ption in the case of 

ordinal utility f^cti« i. the    di.ini.hin. ---,.-,  f%te of ^,||ih 
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vhich means that if a consumer is to be persuaded to part with successive units 

of a good he will demand increasing quantities of another good. 

Social welfare  function 

133.    Just as a consumer is assumed to make his choice according to his own 

utility function, the planners in a society can make  social choices based simi- 

larly on a complete pre-ordering of the social alternatives, which normally can 

be represented as a utility function for the whole  society.    Such a utility 

function is usually called the  social welfare function. 

ri! 

Related terms 

!&•    Utility;    The index of the value a consumer attaches to a good or a col- 

lection of goods.     If the consumer can assign precise numerical values to his 

utility indexes  (e.g.  5 oranges provide 2 units of utility; 6 oranges provide 

2.2 units) then he is supposed to have cardinal utility.    If, on the contrary, 

ht can arrange different commodity bundles only as more, less or equally pre- 

ferred, then his utility is ordinal. 

135. Disutility:    Negative utility is called disutility.    If utility connotes 

pleasure, then disutility should mean pain. 

136. Marginal utility:    If the utility is cardinal, then marginal utility of 

• good can be defined as the extra utility derived by the con sus» r fro« an addi- 

tional unit of the good. 

137. Diminishing »arginai utility:    It is assumed that a con turner's marginal 

utility fron a commodity declines when he consumes more and more of tha com- 

modity.    The desire for apples, for example, diminishes as more and more apples 

are eaten. 

136.    Social welfare function:    The utility function for the society is usually 

called the social welfare function.    Obviously, social welfare is som« sort of 

an aggregate of individual welfare, which is the sama thing as individual util- 

ity.    Such a welfare function may be either cardinal or ordinal.    It is worth 

BOting that unless the society as a whole is prepared to make a judgement 

involving a comparison of the different individuals' welfare, no useful social 

welfare function can be defined.    Thus, the "comparability of individual welfare 

measures" is a necessary assumption for a useful social welfare function. 

1&.   MfiilTf mBY«*c»;    The branch of economics that is concerned with the 

problem of measuring or enhancing a community's welfare. 

¿aJBft Ltf'- 
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IX  ^«formation, subat.it,,»ion funpt,^no 

11*0. An economy (or an enterprise) has at any given ti», „ v •• * 
...•.,„, w.„ 

y  »lven time a limited stock of 

r «, „, the p_r:; :;:;:;—ra:ri::i;r Any scheme of production is inefficient  if if services. 

tb. output or „» ot„.r co-„dity.    „sullly the priBary factors are 

.«* t. aUo. . u*. „u^r of tìu»«iw sen.«, or efrieient pro 

»th t » gw„ .toe or primry «30urce8.   If ^ c_dit¡es are " 

*x««M. «, potion i8 possible at My output then 

to W . l0cu. or .u errici,„t point, or potion i„ tha c0_dity ,psc 

For »^u, lf tb« „ «j, two emmMtiMi  food Md ¿ P" 
-oiity sp.« i. tw-diwn.ion.!.    Th« lin<! AB in t„    , „     • 
loou. of .11   .,,•   •     . foUoving diagram is the 

tran,for»«tlon furfao,,.)    Production is possible at any 

CLOTHIM« 

rooo 

point «**bin th. .1«^ „. «,, „u,, ,^„ —I1ÌTI111T liti *t «, 

* ^s«*^^* 
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) 

to' 

•lope of the straight line, the tangent to the transformation line through C, 

ii called the   »arginai rate of transformation    (MRT).    MW «e»eures how auch 

extra clothing the economy could produce if it gave up the production of one 

unit of food.    In other words, this gives the opportunity cost of food in tei 

of clothing or vice versa. 

lUl.    The production economy will be in equilibrium if the actual price-ratio 

is equal to the MRT.    If this is not so, it will pay the production agents in 

the economy to divert resources from the production of one good to production 

of the other and make profits.    For example, if the actual price-ratio is 

1 unit of food for 2 units of clothing, when the MRT is l:lj,  then it should 

be profitable to withdraw resources from the clothing industry and employ them 

in the food industry so that, for every lj units of clothing lost, 1 unit more 

of food output is gained, which can then bo traded for 2 units of clothing.    A 

profit of J unit of clothing emerges easily from this simple operation. 

IU2.    So far, we have considered only the production or the supply side of the 

economy, but market equilibrium is brought about by the forces of demand as 

well as of supply.    The equilibrium condition on the demand side should be such 

that at the market prices (and income level) the consumers would have no incen- 

tive to buy any combination of goods different from what is produced in the 

economy.    In the context of the 'discussion in the previous section of this 

paper this means that the ratio of the marginal utilities of two goods should, 

in the equilibrium, be equal to the price-ratio.     This is  so because if the 

actual price-ratio and the  ratio of the marginal utilities differ, then by 

exchanging one good for the other at market prices the consumers can further 

increase  their welfare. 

IU3.     The ratio of the marginal utilities is called the    marginal rate of sub- 

stitution ,    because this ratio indicates at what rate the consumers are willing 

to substitute one good for another without  loss   (or gain)   in welfare.    The con- 

cept of the marginal rate  of substitution  (MRS)  is not dependent on the utility 

function being cardinal,  i.e.  that the marginal utilities  can be measured.     It 

is a meaningful concept also for ordinal utility.     In considering the food- 

clothing two-dimensional   commodity space it  is possible to trace the locus of 

all points where the consumer's utility index remains the  same.     In other words, 

the consumer is indifferent as to the various pointa on the curve.    This i3 

called an    indifference curve    (figure  3).     Actually, there will be a large 

number of such non-intere sting indifference curves for any individual (or fc 
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th. eo-aaity i* th. e«, of aœial wlf^ nation) in ^ eomtoài 

yj«af \ 

long M th. good, coati,», to b. a «»re. of utility, . high., indiffar«*. 

curre (i.e. on. to th. north-.aat in tita. 3) vili corre.pond to a high.r Uvei 

of utility,    m. .lop. of th. tangaat to an indiffranc. curre at any point ».- 

sure. th. MRS.    Th. a..«nption that i. nuiralant to that of di.ini.hin« .arginai 
utility i. that th. indiff.ranc. curr,. ar. conr., to th. origin.    Thi. mean. 

that a. th. con.u-ption of food go., up larg.r ««.title, of food ar. sub.ti- 
tuted for on. unit of clothing. 

IM».   Th. .quilibriu« in th. co-»ditjr aart.t i. aa.ur.d „..».„g. „^ 

pric.-mtio b.c.uM, at that prica-ratio, th. produc.r. do not .tand to gain any- 

thing by .hifting to a diff.raat acb- 0f production, and th. con.u-r. har. no 

incantila to »or. to a différant coniu^tioa hundía.    I. figur. 3 th. opti». 

Point of con.u.ption and production i. C bw.ua. th. .ccnoay. vith it. liait.4 

re.ourc... can choc only an output-oo*in.tion within th. product ion-poa.ibility 
block OACB.    Th. high.« l.r.1 of w«lfar. can ha attain* if th. co-wiity can 

reach th. highe.t-ralu.d indiffaranc. cur« attainaal., and that is the cur»., 

V which juat touch., th. production powibility block.    If both th. produc- 

tion poMibility block ind the indifférée, curre arc smooth and conY.ni.ntly 
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shaped (M in Tigar* » below), then the tangents to the two curres and the 

point of intersection are identical, and that ii the equilibri» of price-ratio. 

Figure I» 

Cl«T»M0 

1*5.    Production possibility set:    The set of all combinations of outputs, 

possible by the endowment of primary resources and technological knowledge is 

sailed the production possibility set   (PPS). 

1*6.    Transformation curve  (surface):     The set of all efficient points in the 

PPS, that is, all  such points, where the output of one good cannot be expanded 

without reducing the output of some other good.    This is so called because this 

surre shows how one output can be transformed into another by rearranging the 

production schea*  in the most efficient manner.    This is also called the pro- 

amnion possibility frontier. 

1*7.    Forai« trade transformation function:    Apart  from the rearrangement of 

the domestic production scheme, a good can be transformed into another by for- 

cipi trmée, if such s possibility exists.    The functional relationship shoving 

mov ose food can be transformed into another by the terms offered by foreign 

is called foreign trade transformation function. 
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1 8-    "M"1*1 ^oftytfBption:    Wh« th. .cono«* i. «t . cert.in point 

on the tr.nsfom.tion surface, the slope of the tangent at that point shows at 

vhat  sacrifice  in terms of one good a marginal  unit of another good can be pro- 

duced.     This  ratio is the marginal rate  of transformation. 

1U9.     Indifference curve:     The locus of all points in the commodity space  from 

which the consumer derives an equal amount of satisfaction  is  called an  indif- 

ference curve.     Corresponding to various levels of satisfaction there are 

different indifference curves.     The collection of all such  indifference  curves 

for an  individual  (or for the community)   is called his  indifferent map. 

150,     Mirrai  rate of substitution:    The consumer's willingness to pay  for one 

extra unit of a commodity  in terms of another.     Hence it  is measured by the 

•loo. of the indifference curve at the point  in which the consumer happen, to 

be.    MRS li alto the ratio of the «arginai utilities of the two goods. 

* •»* *-*••• «ft! iiá_í.^ JÌ,'JV-kA ' kÜÉ&J M^m 
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X      Market price, shadow price, accounting pnV» 

151.     Rational decisions regarding the use  of resources must be made on the 

basis of the relative value of goods and  services.    Prices are the  measure», of 

value in terms of money, which at any time   is as^-ned to have a known purchas- 

ing power.     It has  already been explained   in  chapter IV that under  "perfect 

competition"  (which  results  in an optimum  use of resources  in Pareto's  sense) 

the market price  of a commodity reflects  its  scarcity-value measured   in terms 

of the consumer's willingness to pay for it.     For example, on the one  hand, 

the market price  of bread will measure every consumer's willingness   to pay'at 

the margin.    On  the  other hand,  it will measure the opportunity cost  of the 

resources used in   its production.     If the   society is satisfied with  the dis- 

tribution of income and wealth among its members,  and if it has no  intention 

of interfering with individual preferences,  the social  value of a commodity 

is  identical with  its market price under perfect competition. 

152.    But "perfect  competition" is a theoretical construct, hard to come by 

in real life, particularly in the developing world.    Moreover, a concerned 

society in a developing country cannot help but have the purposeful  social 

objective of promoting an equitable distribution of income.    The textbook pre- 

scription of correcting the income distribution by non-distortional  fiscal pol- 

icy is a myth and  impossible to realize in any economy.     The fact  is that a 

typical developing country is very far removed from the  idealized state of a 

competitive economy.     I-perfect markets, social rigidities, imperfect commu- 

nication, the presence of large non-monetized or semi-moneti zed sectors, are 

typical of these economies.    In such a situation, the administrators  of public 

investment policy cannot accept the market prices as the sole guide to the 

value of scares resources.    The administrators have to compute the appropriate 

Masures of scarcity value for the resources  in terms of social objectives. 

In other words, thay hare to compute the    shmdn« nr^    or some approximation 

to the "shadow prie«»", called the accounting price. 

Related terms 

153.    tliSÈ i» th« measure of the value of a commodity. 

15*.    Warhft FrtÇf• •*• *M prices at which commodities art actually boufttt ami 
•oli in the market. 

155 •    PUMA rTJSl i» th« consumer» ' willingness to pay for the marginal unit 

of a commodity.    Tho .«cjy dffffjil Frlîî <* » commodity is the society's 
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willingness to pay for it, which may be different fro« the demand price reflected 

in the  free market. 

156. Supply price is the price  at which the suppliers are prepared to offer the 

Riven quantity of the good to the market.     In a competitive market,  the supply 

price of a commodity is the marginal cost of producing it. 

157. Factor prices:    The prices  of the factors of production are called the 

factor prices,  for example, the  prices of labour,  capital  and land.     Since the 

factors of production are not  for direct consumption  (in which case their val- 

uation could spring directly from the consumers'  willingnens to pay), the fac- 

tors derive their prices indirectly from their productivity in producing ultimata 

consumables. 

158. World market prices, or international prices are the prices in terms of 

a convertible foreign currency,  at which the country can buy and sell these 

commodities in the international market.    A small country, whose demand or sup- 

ply conditions do not affect the world market, can take  international market 

quotations for the purposes of determining its trade and production policies. 

For a big country, with a significant share of the world market, world prices 

and domestic prices may differ owing to the restrictive trade policy pursued 

by the country. 

159. Promotional pricing:    Whenever an enterprise or a country prices ita prod- 

uct lower than the cost of production, in order to promote the demand with a 

view to maximixing its long-term profit, the policy is called "promotional pric- 

ing".     It  should be noted that the assumptions of perfect competition rule out 

th« possibility of promotional pricing. 

160. Hon-price rationing:    Whenever the demand for a commodity in a market it 

satisfied not by a freely fluctuating price, but by rationing the commodity 

according to some measure of the needs of individuals, the situation is callad 

rationing.    This policy is  followed even in a market economy during emergencia« 

auch aa wars or famines.    The reasoning is that, when supply is inadequata, ta« 

auctioning of the limited supply (which a free market ia supposed to do) can 

la ad to extreme hardship for poor people. 

lei.    Shadow price:    The shadow price of a resource is th« social value of am 

extra unit of it, measured in terms of the social welfare function.    Ia other 

words, it is the social willingness to pay for the marginal unit of the rateare« 

ia tarma of th« aggregate social objective. 
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162. Accounting priçt:    Shadow prices .re difficult  to compute because an 

enormous body of data and large computing facilities  are required to do so. 

(See chapters   TI,  III  and  TV.)     The  project evaluate• m„t  therefore wort/ 

with certain  approximations  of the  shadow prices,  cnlW the amounting prices. 

Such  approximations may be  arrived  at  by   informed judgements,  or by  short-cut   # 

analyses. 

163. Imputed  price:     A number of goods  or services  are not actually marketed, 

even  though they  are  sources  of value  to their consumers.     An owner-occupied 

residential building is an example.     For the purposes or computing income  (or 

benefits)   some  value  should  be  imputed  to the  services  provided  by  such a build- 

ing.     Imputed prices are normally estimated by comparison with market prices 
for siailar facilities. 
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n     ^trt»t rate. int«^»^pora! eemfmrjmnm 

1ft.    P~pl. .pend a pttt of their incogs in acquiring productive assets, or 

entitlement, to such assets, which will cerate income in  the  future.     How 

do«, a rational individual divide his  income between current consumption and 

investment?    Investis (acquiring productive  assets)  as  such,  are not   sup- 

posed to be the  source of direct utility to a rational confer.     Investments 

derive their value from the  fact that they make extra income or extra consump- 

tion possible  in the  future,     ft«, a rational  individual's  consumption-savin* 

deci.ion can be viewed as a decision between consumption at  different periods 

of tine.     The notion of the willingness  to pay  for an extra unit of consump- 

tion tomorrow in terns of today's  consumption - a notion equivalent io the 

.upply price of an individual's savings  - can be introduced her«, to build a 

price theory applicable to the intertemporal consumption decision.    This sit- 

uation is variou.ly described in economics literature as "time preference" or 

intertemporal preference".     If the con.umer is winin« to  forego one unit of 

conation at the »«.gin this year  for a price of l.l units of conaumption in 

the next year, then the con.u-r i. .uppc.d to have an "individual rate of 

time preference" or "rate of di.count" or "subjective rate of interest"  of 
10 per cent per year. 

165.    In real life an individual'.  ..ving. behaviour is determined by many 

fetor, other than rational  intertemporal con.umption preference in the  face 

of perfect certainty.    But,  for the  .ake of theorizing in a simple framework, 

economist, have introduced the notion of a   perfect capital  trt,t.    in which 

the intertemporal price of con.umption i. supposed to be determined by the 

force, of demand and .upply in a competitive setting.    The demand price of 

inve.tm.nt  i. determined by it. productivity in ter», of future consumption. 

Thu., the "rat. of interest"  in thi. theory i. determined by the interaction 

of the time preference of consumer, and the productivity of inve.t«ent. guar- 

anteed by the entrepreneur., in a perfect capital market where there i. no 
uncertainty. 

166.    There are more centellini ream. **y . „rf#ct Cftpital ^.^ ., fnUn 

removed from reality than the concept of a perfectly competitive commodity mar- 

ket in a static framework.    Itecerteinty i. alnoet invariably linked with time, 

and the variou. ramificatici, of «certainty, .uch a. technological change in 

production, death, illne... or calamiti., connected with future consumption 

demand, are not easy to incorporai, into thi. simpl. model. 

••*• -• -•" JSA 
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16T.    However, the logic of this model has a certain intuitive appeal in formu- 

lating a rational social policy regarding collective  savings.    After all, the 

•ociety is  in a better position to pred: -t the  future, because the law of large 

numbers enables  it to balance errors  in  tue positive  and negative directions. 

Thus the  "social rate  of discount"  can  be  a useful  concept   in transmitting the 

society's preferences  for savings at different  periods of time  to the project 

administrators whose decisions influence tLe consumption-savings mix in  the 

economy. 

168. The absence of a perfect capital market makes  it impossible to accept  the 

market-determined rate  of interest  - in  fact,  there  are numerous rates of inter- 

est prevailing  in any economy - as a true indicator  either of the productivity 

of the marginal  investment or of the true time  preference of the  comnunity. 

Related terms 

169. Rate of interest   is  the price at which the borrowers  and the lenders 

transact business in a given economy.     If an entrepreneur borrows  from a  saver 

(perhaps through the intermediary of a bank) a sum of $100 with the promise of 

paying $10 per year as  long as th? principal amount   is not  returned, the  rate 

of interest  is 10 per cent  per year.    The equilibrium rate of interest  is, as 

usual, determined by the  equality of the  supply price   (of the lenders)   and the 

demand price   (of the borrowers). 

170 *     R>te of discount,  or individual rate of time preference, or subjective 

r§Çe of interest;    The  rate of interest  that an individual consumer demands in 

order to withhold from current consumption (i.e.  to save) one unit of consump- 

tion at the margin. 

171 *     Soci*!  rate of discount, or social rate of time preference:    The rate of 

interest that the society demands to cut down the current consumption at  the 

fin by one unit. 

172'     Internal rate of return or marginal rate of return over cost:    Typically, 

an investment project requires investment expenditures spread over a certain 

period in the beginning,  after which net returns  are expected to accrue  as long 

as the project  facilities last.    If a bank is prepared to borrow or lend any 

amount of money for any length of time at a fixed rate of interest, it can be 

calculated how much profit can be made by undertaking the project on tha basis 

of bank loans, vhich will be serviced by the future returns from the projact. 

»riously, the amount of profit or loss will depend on the rate of interest. 
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TV internal rat. ., «turn tOT tta project ¡s thit rate of 

the project does not  show My net profit or loss. 

173.     Becouprcent period:     If a project is financed fro* hoarded saving  and the 

» »  rep.en.shed over a period or ti. f• the „et  ineo*.   fron the project 

I"  Peri0d.°f "- "- - •^ «» '-ire  initial  investit e 1 
of the  project is  called the "recoupment period". 

Tjm V'h\"T " ,'rif''   ^"^^low:     If the rate of interest 
.hxch   funds can be borrowed or lent is  indicated, then the value of a proi- 

ZZ* *" w"4 "th,t rste of interest in te•s °f " ^^«t —t of funds  lB a ban,.     For „^  if ^ p„sent  ^ Qf ^ 

interest  rate of 5 per cent per year,  is Í1 ,illim, then the net earning of 

IZ7Z 1 !fTed.0Ut °f ' b"k 10'» " 5 P« «">   i,, eo.ua,  to the earning 
fro. »1  „UUon deposUed in . ban* at an interest rate of 5 per cent  per year 
in perpetuity. J 

1T5.    Ihe «estation prio^ of a project is the period of time that elapses 

between the beginning of an i„v.t«e„t project and the ti»* when the project 
starts to produce. 

at^JiiKMÉda. JA 
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XII 

176•    Return« tn .»,1t.    Tn 

Proee.s «Mure8 the proportion • to   he scale» of the production 

i^. „. iIKrease4 or aecrease b; h
c -   VMld —if •» *•» 

f^^u -cu,, when the output ^ :; n;:;r;:ion- í2a**^* 
^""""H "turns to th. ..... the out„ „ " "" lnputs •« doubled. 

t0 th«^^«^n7~Z7;f ^""^   8°" "" — »>» proportionauy 

Proportions to the rate of increase in ev^L ITt '" ^ " ^ """ 
stane« „. also described as the ¡„,„7 *" 1,ttw '» » — 

» i- "I—- b.c..., the econo^sTf^sf"^^ 
10 the "*» °f «- «»•     ft. expansion o   . ^"T" " "'^ "*""* 
rect eff.ct on th. M^, vhich „ ^ * f •' h—, m.y have ,„ ind._ 

"self.    This is »externa econo^r». ln *"' econo"i=s °f the  fi» 

«—!....    Erteraal econo-t ^J"*"— ft»-     ^ese are "externa. 

effects ar. transited throu«* th. prTcfs^Ll T "" ^ ^^ 

Pnces of certain products or factor.     * 1 '"* "" '"rket 

»y be t^saologicax, i„ ^^ cue ¿ * * *"' ><-. «. externa! econMy 

^cer. or cons^s dir.ctly.     „« .^£f' "» «» •"**• other pro- 

feto^ *ich affect, th. wllHlrilg „ ^~  " th« -*• -«* b, a 
>" th. neighbourhood. h* •,ro*"*ivity of the people 

Pl«».ing for th. t» centri.. Zu Li"   h   ?""    "MÌ°'"1 Prc<,UCtÌ°" 
rtould try to .cono*,. „ lt, ,M     •U*i"t thmf0" that the Unit.d Stat.. 

*- try to do th. oppo.it.      x„ otV "^ *° M' *""» <"*> 

fchnolo«,.    Si.llarly> .     '*,;"i *•- •»«" ohoos. »labour-int«.,,. 

-«.„da of poetic,     „r   ^t —*» *«« - Vapit^-int...^. 
th. production „o.  • I'"*': 4~ *lt"»««». .«urti. ««, 

"»t « ratio»! .choiM of t.ehniqu#. i§ rMiiH> 
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179*    The technological alternatives may be so limited, however, that it is 

impossible to choose sufficiently "labour-intensive" techniques for a labour- 

abundant country to provide employment for the entire labour force because of 

the limited supply of the other factors of production, for example, land and 

capital.    Even if the technical alternatives are there, it may be uneconomical 

to exploit some of them unless the wage rate (and the behaviour of the con- 

sumers) can be changed appropriately. 

180. Rent:    Rent is the price paid per unit of time for hiring a fixed pro- 

ductive asset,  such as machines or land.    The rent of a fixed factor depends 

on its productivity as well as its scarcity.    If a homogeneous factor is in 

unlimited supply, obviously positive rent cannot be charged for it.    If a sum 

of rent were charged, owners of similar, but idle assets would offer them for 

hire at a lower rent.    Therefore, the source of positive rent for a fixed asset 

lies in the fact that it is in fixed supply, or, in other words it is scarce. 

The exact amount of rent for any homogeneous fixed asset is, of course, deter- 

mined by it3 demand price, which, again, is derived from the productivity of 

the marginal unit of the asset.    This concept of rent is oalled scarcity rent. 

181. Elasticity :    If there is a well-defined relationship between two quan- 

tifiable variables such that one depends on the other, it is valuable to find 

out the exact quantitative measure of the degree of this dependence.    In the 

example of the price and quantity of a commodity defining a consumer's demand 

schedule, one measure of the degree of dependence can be:    by hov many kilos 

does the demand for the commodity increase if its price is lowered by five cents 

per kilo?   The weakness of such a measure is that it is too dependent on the 

various units of account, such as kilos or cents.    It would be better to devise 

a measure that would be a pure number, so that dependence of the different 

magnitudes measured in different units could be easily compared.    Elasticity 

is such a measure.    In the example given above, the elasticity of demand with 

respect to price, usually called the   price elasticity of demand      is the per- 

centage change in the quantity demanded caused by a one per cent change in the 

price» thus the ratio: 

% change in quantity of the good demanded 
f change in the price of the good 

In a similar fashion it is possible to measure income elasticity of depend for 

a commodity aa the ratio of the percentage change in the quantity demanded to 

one fer eent change in an individual's or a group's income. 
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182. If both the changes happen to be in the same direction (as is likely for 

most goods with respect to income) the elasticity is positive.    In the opposite 

case, where a change in the positive direction for one variable corresponds to 

a change in the negative direction for the other, as in the case of the price- 

quantity demand relationship, the elasticity is negative. 

183. If the value of the elasticity remains the  same throughout the entire 

range of variation for the two variables, the relationship is characterized as 

one of constant elasticity.    A particular case of constant elasticity is unitary 

elasticity,  in which one per cent change in the  independent variable corresponds 

to one per cent change  in the dependent variable. 

18U.    A relationship is  said to be inelastic if no change is possible in the 

independent variable, in which case the elasticity measure is zero.    When elas- 

ticity is significantly different from zero, the  relationship is said to be 

elastic.    In the opposite extreme, when a very small change in the independent 

variable leads to a very large change  in the dependent variable, the relation- 

ship is said to be perfectly elastic. 

185.    Risk, uncertainty:    No fine distinction exists between a "risky" situation 

and an "uncertain" situation.    In economic theory, however, the following dis- 

tinction made by Frank Knight between "risk" and "uncertainty" is often followed: 

Risk refers to a situation where the outcome  is not certain but where the prob- 

abilities of alternative  outcomes are known or can be estimated.    Therefore,  in 

a risky situation it is possible to protect  oneself against the eventuality of 

an unfavourable outcome by holding an  insurance policy, because under these 

circumstances an insurance market can exist.    The term   uncertainty,  on the 

other hand, is used to describe a situation so doubtful that the outcomes can- 

not even be predicted in probabilistic terms. 
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